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Hand-Held Metal Detector MD6
Article No.: 1090010

FEATURES

- Detects all types of metals 
  (e.g. steel, stainless steel, aluminium, gold,
   silver, copper etc.)

- Three alarm modes:  LED light bar, audio and vibration

- Cost effective: low power consumption allows 
  approx. 2000 searches with one standard alkaline
  9-Volt battery

- Comfortable rubber handle

- Nylon holster included

- Safe for operators and subjects, even involving 
  pregnancies or pacemakers.

- Complies with following standards
   CE
   F.A.A (U.S. Federal Aviation Administration)
   F.C.C. (U.S. Federal Communications Commission)
   Electrical Safety Std. IEC 529
   

DESCRIPTION

The MD6 is an advanced hand-held metal detector. If any type of metal is detected it gives alarm in 
two selectable combinations of three different alarm modes: 

- LED light bar + vibration
- LED light bar + piezo beeper

In normal use, the low power consumption of the MD6 allows about 2000 searches with one stan-
dard alkaline 9-Volt battery. A green lighting LED indicates sufficient voltage. 

The comfort version MD6C with built-in charger and connector for a voltage adapter allows to char-
ge the battery inside of the device.

The MD6 is a light weight unit in high-impact plastic case with comfortable rubber handle. A Nylon 
holster is included for carrying it on a duty belt or mounting in a car.
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Hand-Held Metal Detector MD6
Article No.: 1090010

TECHNICAL DATA MD6  (Article No.: 1090010)

- Electronic circuit: Automatic self-tuning transmitter-receiver; no adjustment required

- Operating frequency: 95 kHz

- Operating voltage: 6.8 - 10 VDC

- Environment: temperature range -25° to +55° C, humidity 0 to 100%

- Battery: standard alkaline 9-volt, lasts typically 2000 scanning operations

- Battery check: green LED indicates sufficient voltage

OPTIONS MD6 (NOT INCLUDED)

- Recharcheable battery (Article No.: 1090010-01)

- Battery charger (Article No.: 1090010-03)

TECHNICAL DATA MD6C  (Article No.: 1090010-04)

- Like MD6 but with built-in charger and connector for voltage adapter

OPTIONS MD6C (NOT INCLUDED)

- Recharcheable battery (Article No.: 1090010-01)

- Voltage adapter (Article No.: 1090010-02)

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHT

- Length:  31.5 cm

- Width:      5 cm

- Thickness:  3 cm

- Weight:  280 g


